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Active Suspension Design For A TractorBy Optimal Control MethodsB. Koslik1, G. Rill2, O. von Stryk1�, D. E. Zampieri31Technische Universit�at M�unchen, Zentrum Mathematik, D-80290 M�unchen,Germany.2Fachbereich Maschinenbau, Fachhochschule Regensburg, Pr�ufeningerstr. 58, D-93049 Regensburg, Germany.3Universidade Estadual de Campinas, UNICAMP{FEM{DMC, CaixaPostal 6122, 13081 { 970 Campinas SP, Brazil.SummaryAn active suspension system for improving the ride comfort and safety of atractor is investigated. The underlying planar dynamic tractor model and asuitable objective for optimal suspension are introduced. The problem of op-timal active suspension leads to a linear-quadratic optimal control problem.Classical Linear-Quadratic Regulator (LQR) theory provides a closed-loopcontrol for the steady state problem which is optimal only for an initial dis-turbance input from the road. A direct transcription method can handlemore general disturbances and models but provides only an open-loop solu-tion, where the time history of the optimal control is given along the optimaltrajectory for one type of deterministic disturbance and initial value only.Simulation results for two di�erent road disturbances are given comparingboth approaches.Key Words: optimal active suspension; steady-state LQR problem; closed-loop solution; open-loop solution; direct transcription method1 IntroductionBack problems as spinal a�ection are a common disease for agriculturistsdriving tractors. One reason is that the rear axle of a tractor usually has�Correspondence to: Dr. Oskar von Stryk, Zentrum Mathematik, Technische Univer-sit�at M�unchen, D-80290 M�unchen, Germany. E-mail: stryk@mathematik.tu-muenchen.de



no suspension dampers, which seems to be contrary to the otherwise highlytechnical standard of modern tractors. The only vibration damping of therear axle is by the deection of the large tires of the rear wheels. However,with a perfectly adjusted front axle suspension, ride comfort and ride safetycan be improved signi�cantly. 15 To improve the ride comfort further and theoverall sti�ness to resist body forces { especially in the case of tractors with aheavy rear-mounted implement (a load or a work tool) { an active suspensionsystem for the front axle could be used in principle in combination with anactive control of the rotational motion of the implement (Figure 1).Actively controlled suspension systems have gained increasing interest inautomotive engineering research during the last two decades. The superi-ority of active suspension systems to passive suspension systems has beenshown. 9;21;22;24 In the case of a passive suspension system, the vibrationalbehavior of a vehicle for various excitations from road disturbances is givenby the sti�ness and the damping rates of the shock absorbers. In the caseof an active suspension system, the sti�ness and damping properties of theshock absorber can be controlled, e. g., by a hydraulic actuator. When op-timal active suspension systems are addressed in literature, most often thisproblem is formulated as a linear-quadratic optimal control problem using aquarter car model consisting of two bodies, namely the chassis and a wheel.Regarding the steady-state LQR problem, the well-known Riccati-equationsolution provides an optimal feedback-control law. 8But, as it is shown later on, the steady-state solution is optimal for a lim-ited class of road disturbances only. Optimal open-loop controls for arbitrarydisturbances as well as for more general optimization criterions and subject tononlinear di�erential equations and general constraints can be computed witha direct transcription method. The direct collocation method DIRCOL 18;19will be introduced and numerical solutions are compared to the LQR solutionfor a given initial value problem and di�erent disturbances. For simulation,a planar tractor model 16 is used.2 Dynamic tractor model and objective for suspensionIn the sequel, a planar model of a tractor with a suspended front axle anda rotable rear-mounted implement 16 will be investigated in detail. The me-chanical system consists of three bodies, namely vehicle body, front axle,and rear-mounted implement. It exhibits four degrees of freedom, which arethe generalized coordinates of the system: vertical displacement zV [m] of the2



Figure 1. Planar tractor model with (i) passive suspension,(ii) active suspension.
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front axle, vertical displacement zF [m] of the vehicle body, rotational motion�F [rad] of the vehicle body and rotational motion �A[rad] of the implementrelative to the vehicle body. The dynamical behavior of this multi-body-system is described by the equations of motionM �z(t) = q(t; z; _z) (1)with zT = (zV ; zF ; �F ; �A) 2 IR4. The mass matrix M 2 IR4�4 is constant,symmetric and has the lower triangleMlow = 0BBB@ mV0 mA +mF0 mA LG �A + �F +mA(L2G +H2G)0 mA LG2 �A +mA LG LG2 �A +mA LG22 1CCCA3



where LG := LG1 + LG2. The excitation q(t; z; _z) 2 IR4 is given byq = 0BBB@ P1 � FV � mV gP2 + FV � (mF +mA) gL2 P2 � L1 FV � mA LG gMG � mA LG2 g 1CCCA : (2)The values of the constants are listed in Table 1.Table 1: Parameters of the tractor model.Quantity Parameter Value Unitvertical distances:body (center of mass) { front wheel L1 1.400 mbody { rear wheel L2 1.450 mbody { rotational joint LG1 2.000 mimplement (center of mass) { rotational joint LG2 1.500 mhorizontal distance:body { implement HG 0.100 mmass of the vehicle body mF 9:0 � 103 kgmass of the implement mA 1:0 � 103 kgmass of the front axle mV 5:0 � 102 kginertia of the vehicle body �F 6:0 � 104 Nms2inertia of the implement �A 5:0 � 103 Nms2sti�ness of the front wheel cR1 1:0 � 106 N/msti�ness of the rear wheel cR2 1:5 � 106 N/msti�ness of the front axle cV 1:0 � 104 N/msti�ness of the rotational joint cG 6:4 � 105 N/mdamping rate of the front wheel dR1 7:0 � 103 Ns/mdamping rate of the rear wheel dR2 9:0 � 103 Ns/mdamping rate of the front axle dV 1:0 � 105 Ns/mdamping rate of the rotational joint dG 2:8 � 104 Ns/macceleration by gravity g 9.81 m/s2De�ning the state vector xT := (zT ; _zT ) ; (3)4



the front wheel load force P1[N] and the rear wheel load force P2[N] dependlinearly on the states by  P1P2 ! = C (x� d)with C =  �cR1 0 0 0 �dR1 0 0 00 �cR2 �cR2L2 0 0 �dR2 �dR2L2 0 ! :The road disturbance is dT (t) = (w1(t); w2(t); 0; 0; _w1(t); _w2(t); 0; 0) 2 IR8.In the case of a passive suspension system, the state-dependent functionsof the front axle suspension force FV [N] and the moment of the rotationaljoint MG[Nm] are determined by the sti�ness and damping parameters cV ,cG, dV and dG: FVMG ! =  cV �cV cV L1 0 dV �dV dVL1 00 0 0 �cG 0 0 0 �dG ! x : (4)By optimization of the parameters cV , cG, dV , dG within certain bounds anoptimal passive suspension system can be obtained for the ride over a givenroad disturbance. 16 In order to improve the ride comfort and the overallsti�ness to resist body forces the objective of the optimization in Reference16 is to minimize the relative steady-state errors of the wheel load forces andthe relative acceleration of the vehicle body. The steady-state values of theforces P1, P2, FV and the moment MG, which are the solution of the systemof equations given by (2) if q = 0, are approximatelyP1 stat = 42768:158 N ; P2 stat = 60236:842 N ;FV stat = 37863:158 N ; MGstat = 14715:0 Nm :Then (2) is equivalent toq = 0BBB@ P1 � P1 stat � (FV � FV stat)P2 � P2 stat + FV � FV statL2(P2 � P2 stat) � L1(FV � FV stat)MG �MGstat 1CCCAand the optimization criterion for the passive suspension design reads asJpassive = tfZt0 0@�P1 dynP1 stat�2 + �P2 dynP2 stat�2 +  �zFg !21A dt (5)5



with the increments of the dynamic wheel load forces P1 dyn := P1 � P1 statand P2 dyn := P2 � P2 stat.In the case of an active suspension system, the time dependent controlsFV and MG have to be determined in a proper way, e. g., by minimizationof a suitable objective. Here, besides safety and comfort the objective hasto take into account another, contrary goal, namely to minimize the controle�ort required. Therefore, the incremental controls uT = (FV dyn;MGdyn) :=(FV � FV stat;MG �MGstat), which are the deviations from the steady-statecontrols, are included in the optimization criterion after division by theirsteady-state values:~Jactive = tfZt0 0@�P1 dynP1 stat�2 + �P2 dynP2 stat�2 +  �zFg !2 + �FV dynFV stat�2 + �MGdynMGstat�21A dt :However, for ~Jactive as objective of an optimal active suspension system nostable solution exists (see Remark 1 of Section 5). Three of the four degrees offreedom zV ; zF ; �F ; �A do not reach their steady-state value zero. Therefore,~Jactive is augmented by the rotational motion of the implement relative tothe vehicle body �A and the vertical displacement of the spring of the frontaxle relative to the vehicle bodyzV rel = �zV + zF � L1�F = (�1 1 � L1 0) z :Both are incremental quantities with steady-state values of zero. For weight-ing their values in the performance index, they are divided by suitablechoosen constants �Amax and zV max, respectively. The valueszV max = 0:025 ; �Amax = 0:105have been used. 16 Then, the optimization criterion �nally results inJactive = ~Jactive + tfZt0 0@� zV relzV max�2 +  �A�Amax!21A dt : (6)3 Linear-quadratic optimal control problemThe described problem for the optimal control u of an active suspensionsystem can be formulated as a linear-quadratic optimal control problem.6



The basic control problem consists of a linear system of �rst order di�er-ential equations_x(t) = f(x(t);u(t); t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) +Gd(t) (7)and a quadratic performance indexJ [u; tf ] = tfZt0 L(x(t);u(t); t) dt == tfZt0 �xT (t)Qx(t) + uT (t)Ru(t) + 2xT (t)Su(t)� dt : (8)The matrices A 2 IRn�n; B 2 IRn�m; G 2 IRn�p; Q 2 IRn�n; R 2 IRm�mand S 2 IRn�m are all time-invariant. x(t) 2 IRn describes the state vector,u(t) 2 IRm the control vector and d(t) 2 IRp the vector of inputs from theroad disturbance.Now we derive the optimal control problem corresponding to the planartractor model. The dimensions are n = 8; m = 2 and p = 8. Using de�nition(3) and the regularity of the mass matrix M the second order system (1) istransformed into the �rst order system_x =  (O(4;4) I(4;4)) xM�1 q ! (9)with zero matrix O(4;4) 2 IR4�4 and identity matrix I(4;4) 2 IR4�4. Since qdepends linearly on x and u,q = (CR DR) (x� d) + ~BuwithCR = 0BBB@ �cR1 0 0 00 �cR2 �cR2 L2 00 �cR2 L2 �cR2 L22 00 0 0 0 1CCCA ;
DR = 0BBB@ �dR1 0 0 00 �dR2 �dR2 L2 00 �dR2 L2 �dR2 L22 00 0 0 0 1CCCA and ~B = 0BBB@ �1 01 0�L1 00 1 1CCCA ;7



the dynamic system (9) is linear and can be written in the form of Equa-tion (7). The system matrices A;B;G are given byA =  O(4;4) I(4;4)M�1CR M�1DR ! ; B =  O(4;2)M�1~B ! ;G =  O(4;4) O(4;4)�M�1CR �M�1DR ! :The performance index of Equation (6) is equivalent to the form of Equa-tion (8) using the matrices~Q = CTdiag 1P 21 stat ; 1P 22 stat! C+ 1g2 ATe6e6T A ;Q = ~Q + 0@ ~B diag� 1z2V max ; 1�2Amax� ~BT O(4;4)O(4;4) O(4;4) 1A ;R = 1g2 BTe6e6T B+ diag 1F 2V stat ; 1M2Gstat! ;S = 1g2 ATe6e6T B ;and de�ning e6T := (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0) 2 IR8.4 Solution of the optimal control problem4.1 Riccati solution of the steady-state regulator problemAn optimal control problem given in the form of Eqs. (7) and (8) is calleda disturbance-rejection problem. 8 The objective is to determine the controlinput that minimizes the e�ect of the additive disturbance signal Gd(t) onthe value of the performance index.If Gd(t) = 0 for t > t0, the objective is to maintain the state vector xclose to zero. Since G has non-zero elements, this is the case for a step inputat initial time only, which can be transformed into an initial conditiond(t0) = d0 ;d(t) = 0 ; t0 < t � tf : (10)Then, the above problem is referred to as optimal linear-quadratic regula-tor (LQR) problem. More speci�cally, since the matrices A;B;Q and Rare time-invariant it is a so-called steady-state LQR problem assuming tfapproaches in�nity. Investigation of the matrices A;B;Q;R and S for thetractor model shows that 8



� Q = DTD,� R is positive de�nite and symmetric,� Q� SR�1ST is non-negative de�nite and symmetric,� (A;B) is controllable and� (A;D) is observable.Then, a unique solution of the steady-state LQR problem exists, and theoptimal closed-loop system _x = (A�BK)x is asymptotically stable. 8 Theoptimal feedback-control law reads asu = �Kx = �R�1(BT P+ ST )x ; (11)where P is the unique positive de�nite symmetric solution of the algebraicmatrix Riccati equationAT P+PA+Q� (PB+ S)R�1(PB+ S)T = 0() (A�BR�1ST )T P + P (A�BR�1ST ) +(Q� SR�1ST ) � PBR�1BT P = 0 : (12)The numerical solution of the Riccati equation results in the rounded feed-back matrixK = 104 � �101:633 132:748 �206:156 �1:658 �2:125 9:988 �21:924 �1:167�0:656 0:609 �9:196 13:984 �0:005 0:367 2:774 4:536 ! :On the other hand, the minimum principle from optimal control theory 13results in u = � 12 R�1 (BT �+ 2ST x)with the vector of adjoint or co-state variables �T := @J@x . Comparison toEquation (11) shows that the solution P of the matrix Riccati equation alsoprovides an expression for the vector � of the adjoint variables according to�(t) = 2Px(t) : (13)9



4.2 Direct collocation method DIRCOLDIRCOL 19 is a special direct transcription method. 14;20 By a discretizationof state and control variables using piecewise polynomial approximations, thein�nite dimensional optimal control problem in �rst order standard formminimize J [u; tf ] = �(x(tf); tf ); � : IRn+1 ! IRsubject to the equations of motion_xi(t) = fi(x(t);u(t); t); i = 1; : : : ; n; t0 � t � tf ;the boundary conditionsr(x(0);x(tf); tf) = 0;and the inequality constraints0 � gj(x(t);u(t); t); j = 1; : : : ; mg; t0 � t � tf : (14)
is transcribed into a �nite dimensional nonlinearly constrained optimizationproblem (NLP) for the parameters y of the discretizations of x and uminimize �(y); � : IRny ! IRsubject to ai(y) = 0; i = 1; : : : ; me;bi(y) � 0; i = 1; : : : ; mi: (15)The dimensions ny, me, mi mainly depend on the dimension nd of the dis-cretization grid � = (tk)ndk=1t0 = t1 < t2 < : : : < tnd�1 < tnd = tf : (16)Here, the state variables are approximated by piecewise cubic polynomialsxapp and are choosen to be continuously di�erentiable at the grid points. Thecontrol variables are approximated continuously by piecewise linear functionsuapp. The di�erential equations have to be satis�ed at the grid points tk, tk+1and at the center tk+1=2 of each discretization grid (collocation at Lobattopoints). 11The equality constraints a(y) of the NLP result from the collocation con-ditions and the boundary conditions of the optimal control problem. Theinequality constraints b(y) result from the inequality constraints of the op-timal control problem which have to be satis�ed at the grid points of thediscretization.After a �rst approximation of the solution has been obtained for a �rstdiscretization grid, usually a sequence of re�nement steps is applied in orderto reduce local error estimates. Therefore, a sequence of related NLPs with10



uapp xapp
tk tk+1 t tk tk+1=2 tk+1 t_xapp(tk+1=2)f(xapp(tk+1=2); uapp(tk+1=2); papp; tk+1=2)

Figure 2. Discretization of control and state variables by piecewise polyno-mial functions.usually increased dimensions has to be solved. 18 Each NLP is solved by theSequential Quadratic Programming method NPSOL. 10Problems with a Lagrange-type objective, as in the problem of activesuspension for a tractor,J [u; tf ] = Z tft0 L(x(t);u(t); t) dt (17)can be transformed into Mayer-type problems by introducing an additionalstate variable_xn+1(t) = L(x(t);u(t); t); xn+1(t0) = 0; xn+1(tf ) free; (18)in order to obtain the \new" objectiveJ [u; tf ] = xn+1(tf ) = �(x?(tf ); tf) (19)with the \new" state variable x? = (x1; : : : ; xn; xn+1)T which is of dimensionn? = n+ 1.The direct transcription method DIRCOL has been applied successfullyfor solving trajectory optimization problems from aeronautics, robotics andother �elds. 18 Knowledge of optimal control theory or dealing with adjoint orco-state di�erential equations is not required by the user. 20 The user doesn'thave to provide gradients of the model functions as they are approximatedby �nite di�erences. On the other hand, with a computed solution of theparameterized optimal control problem, a piecewise linear approximation ofthe histories of the adjoint variables and multipliers of constraints can becomputed as well from the Lagrange multipliers of the NLP. 1811



5 Numerical ResultsIn this section, simulation results are given for the passive suspension de-sign 16, cf. Equation (4), and the introduced active suspensions. Two typesof road disturbances are considered: a step at initial time t0 = 0 and a ramp.In the case of active suspension, the (closed-loop) steady-state LQR solutionis compared to the (open-loop) solution provided by the direct collocationmethod DIRCOL.The solution P of the algebraic matrix Riccati equation (12) and thematrix K of Equation (11) have been computed using the Control SystemToolbox of MATLAB 5.1 1;2. Simulations of tractor rides for the di�erentroad disturbances have been performed with SIMULINK 2.0 3.5.1 A step disturbance at initial timeFirst, we choose a step disturbance (10) with d0T = (0; 0:1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0),i.e., at initial time t0 = 0 the rear wheel falls o� a step with a height of0.1 m.Figures 3 and 4 show the corresponding histories of the components of theoptimization criterion of Equation (6) for the disturbance transformed intothe initial value x(0) = �d0. Less than three seconds are needed to reach analmost steady state. As expected, almost no di�erences are visible betweenthe approximation provided by DIRCOL for 47 grid points (grey curves) andthe optimal steady-state LQR solution (black curves) within the accuracyof the drawings. Therefore the direct transcription method provides a goodapproximation of the optimal trajectory using [t0; tf ] = [0; 5] for the compu-tation and setting optimality tolerance and nonlinear feasibility tolerance 10to 10�5. The value of the performance index computed by DIRCOL is only2.5% worse than the minimal value:LQR DIRCOLJactive 3.044 3.119Also the computed estimates of the adjoint variables are relatively accurate,cf. Figure 5.
12



Figure 3. Histories of the state-dependent components of the objective Jactivefor the step disturbance: Approximated optimal (open-loop) solutionprovided by DIRCOL (grey curves) compared to the optimal (closed-loop) steady-state LQR solution (black curves).
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Figure 4. Histories of the approximated optimal (open-loop) controls providedby DIRCOL (grey curves, piecewise linear) compared to the optimalstate-feedback controls (black curves) for the step disturbance.
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Figure 5. Estimate of the adjoint variable ��A for the rotational motion of theimplement computed by DIRCOL (grey curve) compared to the opti-mal steady-state LQR solution (black curve) for the step disturbance.
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5.2 A rampThe second example simulates a ride with velocity v = 10 km/h = 25=9 m/sover a ramp with height h = 0:1 m and length l = 1 m on a plane road,cf. Figure 6 and Reference 16. x(0) = 0 is used as the initial value.

Figure 6. Disturbance signals w1(t) and w2(t) at the front wheel and the rearwheel, respectively, simulating a ride over a ramp with a height of0.1m and a length of 1m at a velocity of 10 km/h.

Figure 7. Estimate of the Hamiltonian computed by DIRCOL for the rampdisturbance.
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The front wheel reaches the ramp at t1 = 0:5 s, whereas the rear wheelreaches it with a delay of �t = 1:026 s at t5. For this example, the steady-state solution is not optimal because of the time-varying road disturbancedT (t) = (w1(t); w2(t); 0; 0; _w1(t); _w2(t); 0; 0) with
w1(t) = 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

0 ; 0 � t � t1 = 0:50ht2�t1 (t� t1) ; t1 � t � t2 � 0:625h ; t2 � t � t3 � 0:745ht2�t1 (t4 � t) ; t3 � t � t4 � 0:8710 ; t4 � t � tf = 5:0and w2(t � �t) = w1(t). This can be seen also by the estimated historyof the Hamiltonian computed by DIRCOL in Figure 7. For an autonomousproblem, the Hamiltonian H := �T f + L is a constant function of time t.The piecewise de�nition of w1(t) and w2(t) results in a piecewise behaviorof the Hamiltonian having the same switching points t1; t2; t3; t4; t5; t7; t8; t10(Figure 7). The two other points, t6 and t9, where H is not di�erentiable arecaused by the wheel loads P1 and P2. When the rear wheel is driving overthe ramp, �rst the front wheel loses contact with the road at t6 for less than0.1 s. Soon afterwards, at t9 the same happens to the rear wheel. If the frontwheel (or the rear wheel) leaves the road, then P1 (or P2) becomes zero. Thiscauses nonlinear behavior and inuences the history of the Hamiltonian.Figures 8 and 9 show the histories of several components of the optimiza-tion criterion (6). About four seconds are needed to reach an almost steadystate. The three curves in each of the pictures have the following meanings:the black dotted curve shows the solution for the passive suspension designof Eq. (4) where the parameters cV , cG, dV and dG have been optimized withrespect to Jactive of Eq. (6) (see Table 1 for the corresponding values 16), whilethe grey curve is the open-loop solution provided by DIRCOL using 64 gridpoints and the black curve is the closed-loop LQR solution.The main di�erence between the open-loop solution compared to the twoclosed-loop solutions for the passive suspension design and for the steady-state LQR problem is that the optimal open-loop solution uses informationabout the disturbance of the whole time interval. Therefore, knowing of thearrival at the ramp, the approximated optimal open-loop control acts beforethe front wheel reaches the ramp. The closed-loop solutions do not react onthe ramp until it is actually reached. Consequently, the open-loop solution16



Figure 8. Histories of the state-dependent components of the objective Jactivefor the ramp disturbance: Solution for the passive suspension design(black dotted curves) compared to the no longer optimal (closed-loop)steady-state LQR solution (black curves) and the appproximated op-timal (open-loop) solution provided by DIRCOL (grey curves).
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Figure 9. Histories of FV dyn and MGdyn given by Equation (4) for the passivesuspension design (black dotted curves) compared to the histories ofthe state-feedback controls (black curves) and the approximated op-timal (open-loop) controls provided by DIRCOL (grey curves, piece-wise linear) for the ramp disturbance.
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does not exhibit as large oscillations compared to the other two. Due to thesmaller amplitudes of oscillations depicted in Figures 8 and 9, the value ofthe optimization criterion is essentially smaller for the approximated opti-mal open-loop control than for the passive suspension and the steady-statefeedback control: passive suspension active suspensionLQR DIRCOLJactive 13.060 10.251 7.751However, the superiority of an active suspension system to the passive sus-pension system is obvious in both cases. In terms of the objective of Equa-tion (6), even the in this case not optimal but state-dependent steady-stateLQR solution still exhibits an overall better performance than the optimizedpassive suspension. 18



Remark 1. For selecting a suitable optimization criterion for activesuspension design, simulations have been performed for di�erent performanceindices. 15;16 As briey mentioned in Section 2, for the criterion~Jactive = tfZt0 �xT (t) ~Qx(t) + uT (t)Ru(t) + 2xT (t)Su(t)� dtthe closed-loop system is unstable. Since due to Section 4.1 the system iscontrollable, a solution of the steady-state LQR problem exists. But (A; ~D),where ~D is given by ~DT ~D = ~Q, is neither observable nor detectable whichis the weakest condition for stability. This has been veri�ed numericallyusing the Control System Toolbox of MATLAB. Then, the solution P of the

Figure 10. Histories of zV rel and �A for the objective ~Jactive and the ramp dis-turbance: Stable solution for the passive suspension design (blackdotted curves) compared to the steady-state LQR solution (blackcurves) and the approximated optimal (open-loop) solution providedby DIRCOL (grey curves) which both do not reach a steady state.
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algebraic matrix Riccati equation is not symmetric, and the state �A andthe state-dependent function zV rel do not reach their steady-state value zero(Figure 10 in the case of the disturbance caused by the ramp). ApplyingDIRCOL to the disturbance-rejection problem with optimization criterion19



~Jactive and using 47 grid points, the computed �A and zV rel do not reacha steady state as well (Figure 10). Both do not explicitly appear in theobjective ~Jactive. Therefore, zV rel and �A have been included in the re�nedperformance index Jactive of Equation (6). The passive suspension design isbased on the parameters cV , cG, dV and dG which have been optimized withrespect to Jpassive of Equation (5).y It reaches the steady-state values, cf.Figure 10.Remark 2. Generally, H1 methods enable a robust solution of a greaterclass of control problems than the LQR approach. First experiments with aminimax approach 7 didn't turn out successfully yet for the tractor problem.Besides allowingmore general disturbances, the solution of nonlinear systems,where linearization techniques cannot be applied successfully, is a topic ofactive research in control theory.6 Conclusions and outlookThe problem of active suspension for a planar tractor model and an objectivesuited for optimal active suspension have been presented. The solutionsby the widely used steady-state LQR approach and a direct transcriptionmethod based on collocation and nonlinear programming have been obtainedand compared for di�erent road disturbances. The steady-state LQR solutionis optimal in the case of an initial disturbance only, but provides a closed-loop solution suitable for implementation in an active suspension system of atractor. The direct collocation method DIRCOL provides an approximationof the optimal control for general inputs from road disturbances. But itssolution is in open-loop form only, and therefore is not suited for an onlineimplementation. However, both approaches for active suspension have shownbetter performance than an optimized passive suspension design.For optimal active suspension of vehicles a closed-loop form of the solu-tion of the underlying optimal control problems having nonlinear dynamicequations, (nonlinear) constraints on the state and control variables and gen-eral objectives is needed. For an implementation in a real vehicle also theproblems of incomplete state information for the design of feedback controlsand of the special requirements of the devices of the real-time system haveto be addressed.A real-time capable numerical method for approximation of feedback con-yThe corresponding values 16 are cV = 6:0 �104 N/m, cG = 7:15 �105 N/m, dV = 3:1 �104Ns/m and dG = 1:9 � 104 Ns/m. 20



trols has been presented in Reference 12. The method uses successive onlinecorrections related to a reference trajectory. In principle, it can handle quitegeneral problems, but signi�cant e�orts are necessary to obtain the requiredhighly accurate information about the histories of state and adjoint variablesand about the switching structure of constraints as well. 12;14Because the direct optimization method facilitates the numerical solutionof very many optimal control problems, sets of di�erent open-loop solutionsmay be utilized for synthesizing an approximation of a closed-loop solution byneural networks 6 or local approximations by Taylor series 5. This approachfor synthesizing nonlinear optimal feedback controls has been introduced andtested in References 4 and 5.Because of the increasing necessity to deal with complicated and nonlin-ear systems, much research has been done in the �eld of adaptive controlwithin the last few years. One approach is the so-called adaptive critic (AC)method 23, which is based on Dynamic Programming (DP). In principle, DPallows the computation of optimal feedback controls even for highly nonlin-ear systems. But, as it is well known, the computational e�orts increaseexponentially with the dimension of the problem. AC methods approximateDP by incremental training of two neural network approximations of thestate-dependent feedback control and of the value function of the underly-ing optimal control problem. The latter network approximation is called thecritic. Using this approach for optimal adaptive control, e.g., of an activesuspension system, is work in progress by the �rst author.References1. Anonymous, Using MATLAB, MathWorks, Natick, MA, 1996.2. Anonymous, MATLAB Control System Toolbox User's Guide, MathWorks,Natick, MA, 1996.3. Anonymous, Using SIMULINK, MathWorks, Natick, MA, 1997.4. Breitner, M. H., Robust optimale R�uckkopplungssteuerungen gegenunvorhersehbare Ein�usse: Di�erentialspielansatz, numerische Berechnungund Echtzeitapproximation, Fortschritt-Berichte VDI, Reihe 8: Me�-,Steuerungs- und Regelungstechnik, No. 596, VDI-Verlag, D�usseldorf, Ger-many, 1996.5. Breitner, M. H., `Real-Time Capable Approximation of Optimal Strategiesin Complex Di�erential Games', in Breton, M. and G. Zaccour (eds.), Proc.21
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